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Abstract
Statistical mechanics deals with the average properties of a mechanical system. Some 
examples are; the water in a kettle, the atmosphere inside a room and the number of atoms 
in a magnet bar. These kinds of systems are made up of a large number of components, 
usually molecules. The observer has restricted power to consider all the components. All 
that can be done is to specify a few average quantities of the system such as its density, 
pressure or temperature. The main objective of statistical mechanics is to predict the 
relationship between the observable macroscopic properties of the system, given only a 
knowledge of the microscopic interactions between the components. The present thesis is 
devoted to a model whose interacting molecules are located on nearest neighbor vertices 
of a Cayley tree. In this thesis, ground states and Gibbs measures of l -model on a Cay-
ley tree of order two are investigated. This investigation is closely related to the phase 
transitions phenomenon for lattice models on trees, by considering the model where spin 
has only three values. This kind of model aims to describe all its ground states and study 
phase transition phenomena by using Gibbs measures.
Keywords: Cayley tree, Gibbs measures, statistical mechanics.
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1Chapter 1: Preface
1.1 Introduction
In a microscopic system of matter that has infinitely many degrees of freedom, only
a mathematical framework can explain the microscopic behavior of the system (matter).
Statistical mechanics laws play an important role by describing the microscopic forces
between particles and predicting the relations between observable macroscopic properties
of the system [1]. For example, the microscopic system’s behavior such as freezing and
boiling of water can well-described by simplifying the structure model of a system and
atoms interactions contained in the object itself. The main problem in equilibrium sta-
tistical mechanics is to describe all limiting Gibbs distributions corresponding to a given
Hamiltonian. The existence of many Gibbs measures means that phase transition exists.
Also the Gibbs measures of the phase diagram of a Hamiltonian is close to the phase di-
agram of isolated ground states of this Hamiltonian [2]. The phase transition is closely
connected to the description of ground states of Hamiltonian; namely the fortress of the
ground state is the first indicator of the phase transition. Many mathematical models can
describe the phenomenon of phase transition. Most of them are represented in a square
lattice. Point out that the investigations of models on square lattices are very complicated
and tricky. Therefore, it is natural to study these models over lattices, which approximate
the original ones. One of the simplest lattices is the Cayley tree. This tree is mainly not
physical, but it predicts physical phenomena, which exhibit unlike in integer lattices. The
main question if this theory is to establish a phase transition for given Hamiltonian on the
tree.
Ising model is the simplest model in statistical mechanics which is the most theoret-
ical interest and has many practical applications. There are many papers [3, 4] describing
the Ising model on the Cayley tree, but the complete result about all Gibbs measures is
2lacking. In [5] Ising model considered with next-nearest neighbor interactions on the
Cayley tree that describe the phase diagram for a system that contains only two values of
spin.
Later on, the Potts model is considered a more complicated structure then Ising
one. It is describing the phase transition for many particles system. The Potts model is a
generalization of the Ising model, but it is not well studied on the Cayley tree. For exam-
ple, for periodic Gibbs measures, there are no result about the full description of it in the
Potts model on the Cayley tree [3].
On the other hand, it is natural to consider a model that is is more complicated
than Potts’s one. Therefore, in Mukhamedov[6] it was proposed to study the so-called
l -model on Cayley tree see [7, 6, 5, 8]. In that model, many possible interactions
(nearest-neighbor) are taken into account. In the mentioned paper of especial kind of
l -interactions, its disordered phase has been studied [7] and some of its algebraic prop-
erties were investigated. Furthermore, Mukhamedov[6] has described ground states of
the l -model on the Cayley tree of order two. This model is much more general than the
Potts model and exhibits an interesting structure of ground states. In the mentioned work
Mukhamedov[6], the interaction was taken as
l (i, j) =
8>>>><>>>>:
a : |i  j|= 2
b : |i  j|= 1
c : i= j
(1.1)
with a set of all possible values of spin F = {1,2,3}. In this present thesis, the main
objective is to consider a more general l -interaction than (1.1). noticing that l  model
is a generalization model of Ising and Potts models and the function of this model is
more complex than others on the Cayley tree. The l -interactions in this research is more
general than (1.1) and has established the phase transitions. A detailed definition will be
given in the next chapter, which will allow the establishment of the existence of phase
transitions.
31.2 Objectives
There are two main objectives of this thesis.
• To describe ground states of l -model on Cayley tree of order two.
• To establish rigorously phase transition for l -model by using Gibbs measures.
1.3 Overview
This thesis consists of three chapters.
As a preliminary, Chapter 1 is about the basic notations and setting that are used in
this research. It explains the main definitions of a phase transition, Cayley tree and Gibbs
measure. Also its comperes between Ising and Potts model on the Cayley tree and the
importance of l -model.
Chapter 2 describes the ground states on l -model to establish the phase transition.
In Chapter 3, Gibbs states are constructed and associated with the model, also translation
invariant Gibbs measure is described. By using Gibbs measures the phase transition prob-
lem studied in this chapter; Namely, the existence of translation invariant Gibbs measures
found, which allows to establish the phase transitions.
4Chapter 2: Cayley Tree and l -Model
2.1 Phase Transition
Phase transition can only occur from one phase to another phase. It is the change
of the thermodynamic system of matter from one phase to another for example the tran-
sition between solid and liquid states of matter. It can be known at what specific system
properties the change of matter from its state to another state occurs. According to ther-
modynamics laws, it must occur only on a lower energy "maximum entropy" of the state
of a system. In the study of the theory of phase transition, the description of Gibbs mea-
sure of a given Hamiltonian has brought us to a fundamental problem of equilibrium
statistical physics, which is describing all limiting Gibbs measures of a given Hamilto-
nian on a lattice.
Phase transition will occur if there is the existence of multiple Gibbs measures by
a given Hamiltonian from this equilibrium state. Mathematically, it can be said that when
there exists non-uniqueness of Gibbs measure, the phase transition occurs. It is mostly
occurs at low temperature. So if the exact value of temperature Tc was found then phase
transition occurs for all T < Tc. Note that Tc is called a critical value of temperature.
In this research, it was proposed a model that can describe the phase transition of
matter that consists of particles having three different possible values of spin distributed
among Cayley tree.
2.2 Cayley Tree
In general, Cayley tree is a simple finite undirected connected graph with no cy-
clesG= (V,L), whereV is a set of all vertices and L is a set of all edges [3, 6] (Figure 2.1).
5G+3
G-3
x0
x0
}
}
Figure 2.1: Cayley tree of order 3 for G3
In present study, the assumption of the simi-infinite tree of order two is taken into
account denoting by Gk+ = (V,L) as shown in Figure 2.2 where:
k: is the order of tree which is equal to two.
+: simi-infinite tree.
V : the set of all vertices.
L: the set of all edges.
x0: the root vertix of tree that have k=2 edges. Where all other vertices have k+1 edges.
x,y: is the nearest neighbors vertices. hx,yi= l: the edge connecting x and y "if there ex-
ist". The path x to y is the collection of the pair < x,x1,< x1,x2 >,..,< xd 1,y>. d(x,y):
the length of the shortest path from x,y
Wn = {x 2V | d(x,x0) = n}
Vn = Snm=1Wm
Ln = {l =< x,y>2 L | x,y 2Vn}
6The definition of the set of direct successors is:
S(x) = {y 2Wn+1 : d(x,y) = 1},x 2Wn
Note that any vertex x 6= x0 has k direct successors and x0 has k+1.
Figure 2.2: G2+
Now the coordinate structure in Gk+ was introduced as follow. Every vertex x (ex-
cept for x0) of Gk+ has coordinates (i1, . . . , in), here im 2 {1, . . . ,k}, 1 m n and for the
vertex x0 put (0) (Figure 2.3). Namely, the symbol (0) constitutes level 0 and the sites
i1, . . . , in form level n of the lattice. In this notation for x 2 Gk+, x = {i1, . . . , in} having
S(x) = {(x, i) : 1 i k}, here (x, i) means that (i1, . . . , in, i).
7Figure 2.3: The first levels of G2+
Let define on Gk+ a binary operation   : Gk+⇥Gk+ ! Gk+ as follows: for any two
elements x= (i1, . . . , in) and y= ( j1, . . . , jm) put
x  y= (i1, . . . , in)  ( j1, . . . , jm) = (i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jm)
and y  x= ( j1, . . . , jm)  (i1, . . . , in) = ( j1, . . . , jm, i1, . . . , in).
Through the defined operation, Gk+ becomes a noncommutative semigroup with a unit.
Using this semigroup structure one defines translations tg : Gk+ ! Gk+, g 2 Gk+ by
tg(x) = g  x.
Let G ⇢ Gk+ be a sub-semigroup of Gk+ and h : V ! R be a function. Saying that
h is a G-periodic if h(tg(x)) = h(x) for all x 2 V , g 2 G and l 2 L. Any Gk+-periodic
function is called translation-invariant.
Put
Gm =
n
x 2 Gk+ : d(x,x0)⌘ 0(mod m)
o
, m  2.
8One can check that Gm is a sub-semigroup. Now, consider some examples. Let m=2, k=2,
then G2 can be written as follows:
G2 = {(0),(i1, i2, . . . , i2n),n 2 N}
In this case, G2-periodic function h has the following form:
h(x) =
8><>: h1, x= (i1, i2, . . . , i2n),h2, x= (i1, i2, . . . , i2n+1) (2.1)
for ik 2 {1,2} and k 2V see Figure 2.4 [6].
Figure 2.4: Cayley tree for G2
92.2.1 Configuration space
For A✓V a spin configuration sA on A is defined as a function x 2 A! sA(x) 2
F = {1,2,3, ..}. The set of all configurations coincides with WA = FA. Denote W = WV
and s = sV .
LetG⇤k be a subgroup of the groupGk. A configuration s 2W is calledG⇤k-periodic
if s(xy) = s(x) for any x 2 Gk and y 2 G⇤k . A configuration that is invariant with respect
to all shifts is called translation-invariant [3].
2.2.2 Hamiltonian
The configuration energy s 2W is given by
H(s) = Â
A⇢V diam(A)r
I(sA) (2.2)
where r 2 N, diam(A) = maxx,y2Ad(x,y), I(sA) :WA ! R is a given potential.
For a finite domain D ⇢ V with the boundary condition jDc given on its complement
Dc =V \D, the conditional Hamiltonain is
H(sD | jDc) = Â
A⇢V :A\D6=fdiam(A)r
I(sA) (2.3)
where
sA(x) =
8><>: s(x) i f : x 2 A\Dj(x) i f : x 2 A\Dc
A ground state of (3.2) is a configuration j in Gk such that H(j)  H(s) for all s 2 W
[3, 9].
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2.2.3 Gibbs Measure
Gibbs measure (with Hamiltonian H) is a probability measure µ on (W,F ) (where
F is s -algebra generated by cylinder subset of (W)) if it satisfies the Dobrushine-Lanford-
Ruelle (DLR) equation [10, 3] for all finite D⇢V and sD 2WD:
µ({w 2W : w |D= sD}) =
Z
W
µ(dj)nDj (sD) (2.4)
where nDj is the conditional probability:
nDj (sD) =
1
ZD,j
e bH(sD|jDc) (2.5)
Here b = 1
T
,T > 0: temperature and ZD,j refers to the partition function in D, with the
boundary condition j:
ZD,j = ÂcsD2WD e
bH(csD|jDc) (2.6)
The studies focus on the following two basic problems:
• To investigate the case of existing at least one of Gibbs measure for a given Hamil-
tonian.
• To study the structure of the set G(H) of all Gibbs measures corresponding to a
given Hamiltonian.
Note that if H is a continuous Hamiltonian then it is known that G(H) is a non-empty,
compact convex subset of all probability measures defined on (W,g). A point µ 2 G(H)
is called extreme point of G(H) if there does not exist n1,n2 2 G(H) with n1 6= n2 and
µ = 1
2
(n1+n2) [3].
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2.3 Ising Model
Consider the Ising model where the spin takes values in the set F= { 1,1}, and
is assigned to the vertices of the tree. A configuration s on V is defined as a function
x 2V ! s(x) 2F, the set of all configurations is FV . The formal Hamiltonian is
H(s) = J Â
<x,y>2L
s(x)s(y) (2.7)
where J > 0 is coupling constant and <x,y> stands for nearest neighbor vertices.
The finite-dimensional distribution of a probability measure µ in the volume Vn is
µn(sn) = Z 1n e{ bHn(sn)+Âx2Wn hxs(x)} (2.8)
where b = 1
T
, T > 0-temperature, Z 1n is the normalizing factor,{hx 2 R,x 2 V} is a
collection of real numbers [1] and
Hn(sn) = J Â
<x,y>2Ln
s(x)s(y)
For n  1 and sn 1 2FVn 1 the probability distribution is called compatible if
Â
wn2FWn
µn(sn 1_wn) = µn 1(sn 1)
here sn 1_wn is the union of all configurations. In this case according to the Kolmogorov
theorem [11], there exists a unique measure µ on FV such that, for all n and sn 2FVn
µ({s | vn = sn}) = µn(sn)
such a measure is called a splitting Gibbs measure corresponding to the Hamiltonian (2.7)
and function{hx,x 2V}.
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The following Theorem describes conditions on hx guaranteeing compatibility of µn(sn).
Theorem 2.3.1. Probability distributions µn(sn),n = 1,2, .., in (2.8) are compatible if
and only if for any x 2V the following equation holds:
hx = Â
y2S(x)
f (hy,q) (2.9)
where q = tanh(Jb ), f (h,q) = arctanh(q tanhh) and S(x) is the set of direct successors
of x on Cayley tree of order k.
From Theorem 2.3.1, it is clear that for any h = {hx,x 2 V} satisfying the func-
tional equation (2.9) there exists a unique Gibbs measure µ and vice versa. However, the
analysis of solutions to (2.9) is not easy [12, 3].
Theorem 2.3.2. For the ferromagnetic Ising model on the Cayley tree of order k   2 the
following statements are true
• If T   Tc,k then there is unique translation-invariant Gibbs measure µ0.
• If T < Tc,k then there are three translation-invariant Gibbs measures µ ,µ0,µ+.
2.4 Potts Model
Consider Potts model on Cayley tree where the spin takes values in the set F =
{1,2,3, ..,q}, and is assigned to the vertices of the tree. A configuration s on V is then
defined as a function x 2 V ! s(x) 2 F, the set of all configurations is FV . The formal
Hamiltonian is
H(s) = J Â
<x,y>2L
ds(x)s(y) a Â
x2V
d1s(x) (2.10)
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where J 2 R is coupling constant and < x,y> stands for nearest neighbor vertices, a 2 R
is an external field and di j is the Kroneker’s symbol.
di j =
8><>: 0, i 6= j1, i= j (2.11)
The finite-dimensional distribution of a probability measure µ in the volume Vn is
µn(sn) = Z 1n e{ bHn(sn)+Âx2Wn hxs(x)} (2.12)
where b = 1
T
,T > 0-temperature, Z 1n is the normalizing factor, {hx = (h1,x,...,hq,x 2
Rq,x 2V} is a collection of vectors [13, 14] and
Hn(sn) = J Â
<x,y>2Ln
ds(x)s(y) a Â
x2Vn
d1s(x)
.
Theorem 2.4.1. Probability distributions µn(sn),n = 1,2, .., in (2.12) are compatible if
and only if for any x 2V the following equation holds:
hx = Â
y2S(x)
F(hy,q ,a) (2.13)
where F : h(h1, ..,hq 1) 2 Rq 1 ! F(h,q ,a) = (F1, ...,Fq 1) 2 Rq 1 be defined as
Fi = abd1i+ ln
(q  1)ehi +Âq 1i=1 eh j +1
q +Âq 1i=1 eh j
and q = tanh(JB) and S(x) is the set of direct successores of x [3].
From Theorem 2.4.1, it follows that for any h = {hx,x 2 V} satisfying the func-
tional equation (2.13) there exists a unique Gibbs measure µ and vice versa. However,
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the analysis of solutions to (2.13) is not easy too [3].
Theorem 2.4.2. For any k> 1,q> 1,J < 0,a 2 R the anti-ferromagnetic Potts model has
unique translation-invariant Gibbs measure [15, 3].
2.5 l -Model
Consider a model where the spins take values in the set f = {1,2,3} and is as-
signed to the vertices of the tree fG2+ . A configuration s on V defined as a function x 2V
such as s(x) 2 f .
A set of all s configurations are coincides with W= fG2+ . In this case, the Hamiltonian of
l -model is
H(s) = Â
<x,y>2L
l (s(x),s(y)) (2.14)
where < x,y> are pairs of nearest neighbor vertices s 2W.
l is a symmetric function such that l (u ,n) = l (n ,u) for every u ,n 2 R, because the
interaction between particles do not depend on their locations .
Now, for f = 1,2,3 in the case of G2+
l (i, j) =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
c1 : i= j = 1
c2 : i= j = 2
c3 : i= j = 3
a : |i  j|= 2
b : |i  j|= 1
(2.15)
Note that l -model considered as a generalization of Potts-model corresponds to the choice
l (x,y) = Jd(x,y), where x,y and J 2 R [6].
Considering more explicit example of l -interaction, which is related to Hardcore
and softcore Widom-Roufinson model [16]. For this model, the interaction has the fol-
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lowing form
l (u,v) = Jd(u 2)(v 2), 1+
l
2
((u 2)2(v 2)2)
= Jduv 2(v 10)+1, 1+
l
2
(u2+ v2 4(u+8)+8)
This shows the l -model (which is considered in this thesis) is more general than the
mentioned ones. Therefore, the obtained result will still be valid for all those models.
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Chapter 3: Ground States
In this chapter, the ground state of l -Model on Cayley tree described by consider
pair of configurations s and y that are coinciding almost every where so the relative
Hamiltonian of these two configurations will be the energy difference of s and y:
H(s ,y) = 1
2 Â<x,y>x,y2V
[l (s(x),s(y)) l (y(x),y(y))]
The set {x,S(x)} such that all x 2V represented a ball B where the set of all balls defined
as M. The energy configuration sB on B is defined by:
U(sB) =
1
2 Âx,y2B
(l (s(x),s(y))
Consider the following Formula from [6]:
H(s ,y) = Â
B2M
[U(sB) U(yB)] (3.1)
where the inclusion
U(yB) =
 a+ e
2
,8a,e 2 {c1,c2,c3,a,b}} (3.2)
holds for any B 2M.
A configuration y is called a ground state if H(s)> H(y).
Now for any configuration sB on B
U(sB) 2 {U1,U2,U3,U4,U5,U6,U7,U8,U9,U10,U11}
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where {Uk} is defined in Table 3.1.
Denote sB = si, j,k = I
KJ
andU(si, j,k) =Ui, j,k.
The possible energies on sB configuration shown in the following table:
Table 3.1: Table of possible configurations
U(sB) U(s(i, j,k))
1
2
[l (i, j)+l (i,k)]
U1 U(1,1,1) c1
U2 U(2,2,2) c2
U3 U(3,3,3) c3
U4 U(1,3,3) U(3,1,1) a
U5 U(2,1,1)U(2,3,1)U(2,3,3)U(1,2,2)U(2,1,3)U(3,2,2) b
U6 U(1,3,1) U(1,1,3) U(1,3,3) U(3,1,1) U(1,1,1) 12(c1+a)
U7
U(1,2,1) U(1,1,2) U(2,1,1) U(2,3,1) U(2,3,3) U(1,2,2)
U(2,1,3) U(3,2,2) U(1,1,1)
1
2(c1+b)
U8
U(2,2,1) U(2,3,3) U(2,1,2) U(2,3,2) U(2,1,1) U(2,3,1)
U(2,3,3) U(1,2,2) U(2,1,3) U(3,2,2) U(2,2,2)
1
2(c2+b)
U9 U(3,3,1) U(3,1,3) U(1,3,3) U(3,1,1) U(3,3,3) 12(c3+a)
U10
U(3,3,2) U(3,2,3) U(2,1,1) U(2,3,1) U(2,3,3) U(1,2,2)
U(2,1,3) U(3,2,2) U(3,3,3)
1
2(c3+b)
U11
U(3,2,1) U(1,2,3) U(1,3,2) U(3,1,2) U(1,3,3) U(3,1,1)
U(2,1,1) U(2,3,1) U(2,3,3) U(1,2,2) U(2,1,3) U(3,2,2)
1
2(a+b)
Denote that Ak = {(c1,c2,c3,a,b) |Uk = min
1l11
Ul }.
According to the table different cases was found as follows:
A1 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | c1 < c2,c1 < c3,c1 < a,c1 < b}
A2 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | c2 < c1,c2 < c3,c2 < a,c2 < b}
A3 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | c3 < c2,c3 < c1,c3 < a,c3 < b}
A4 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | a< c1,a< c2,a< c3,a< b}
A5 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | b< c1,b< c2,b< c3,b< a}
A6 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | a= c1,a< c2,a< c3,a< b}
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A7 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | b= c1,b< c2,b< c3,b< a}
A8 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | b= c2,b< c1,b< c3,b< a}
A9 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | c3 = a,a< c1,a< c2,a< b}
A10 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | c3 = b,b< c1,b< c2,b< a}
A11 = {c1,c2,c3,a,b | a= b,a< c1,a< c2,a< c3}.
For every i 2 {1,2,3} by s i denote the following configuration on W defined by
s i(x) = i,8x 2 G as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: W configuration
The investigation of ground states for the above cases will present in the following
subsections.
3.1 A1-Case
Theorem 3.1.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A1, then there is only one translation invariant
ground state s1.
Proof. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A1, then min
1l11
(Ul) =U1, the minimum is achieved
at configuration s1.
Now, construct a ground state configuration onW such that its restoration to any ball equal
to s1, where s1 = 1
11
(see Figure 3.2)
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1
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1 1 1 1
1
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1
1 1
Figure 3.2: Translation invariant ground state s1
Clearly, such a configuration exists and it is unique, moreover for every B 2 M,
yB =minU(s)
3.2 A2-Case
Theorem 3.2.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A2, then there is only one translation invariant
ground state s2.
Proof. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A2, then min
1l11
(Ul) =U2, the minimum is achieved
at configuration s2.
Now, construct a ground state configuration onW such that its restoration to any ball equal
to s2, where s2 = 2
22
(see Figure 3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Translation invariant ground state s2
Clearly, such a configuration exists and it is unique, moreover for every B 2 M,
yB =minU(s).
3.3 A3-Case
Theorem 3.3.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A3, then there is only one translation invariant
ground state s3.
Proof. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A3, then min
1l11
(Ul) =U3, the minimum is achieved
at configuration s3.
Now, construct a ground state configuration onW such that its restoration to any ball equal
to s3, where s3 = 3
33
(see Figure 3.4).
Clearly, such a configuration exists and it is unique Moreover for every B 2 M, yB =
minU(s).
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Figure 3.4: Translation invariant ground state s3
Now, for any i, j 2 {1,2,3}, denote s (i, j) as follows:
s (i, j)(x) =
8>><>>:
i x 2 w2n,
j x 2 w2n+1, n  0
3.4 A4-Case
Theorem 3.4.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A4, then there are only two periodic ground states
s1,3 and s3,1.
Proof. For (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A4, infer that min
1l11
(Ul) =U4, where the minimum
is achieve at:
s(1,3) = 1
33
. Therefore, a configuration s on W with s |B= s(1,3)is equal to s (1,3) as
22
shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: s (1,3) configuration
Similarly, s (3,1) is a ground state as well since for any B2M, min
1l11
Ul =U(s (1,3))
,U(s (3,1)) hence there are two ground states which are 2-periodic by construction.
3.5 A5-Case
Theorem 3.5.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A5,then:
1. For every n 2 N, there is 2n-periodic ground state
2. There is uncountable number of ground state.
Proof. Fist let us prove part (1):
For (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A5 then,
U(s) = min
1l11
Ul =U5 in this case, the minimum is achieve at the following configura-
tion:
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1
22
2
11
3
22
2
33
2
31
2
13
Now, construct the s configuration on W, let {k1,k2,k3, ..,kn} 2 {1,2,3} ,n 2 N define
s(x) = kl if x 2 wl, l   0 as shown in Figure 3.6 the sequence {k1,k2,k3, ..,kn} is 2n
periodic if kl+2n = kl,8n 2 N so, s2 = [1,2,3,2] as shown in Figure 3.7.
x01k
2k
3k3k3k
k4 k4 k4 k4
2k
k4k4
3k
k4 k4
Figure 3.6: s(x) = kn configuration
x01
2
333
2 2 2 2
2
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2 2
Figure 3.7: s2n configuration for A5 case
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For any n 2 N, define s2n = [1,2,1,2, ...,2,3,2].
Hence, for any B 2M,U(s2n) = min
1l11
Ul = b and s2n = yn
therefore,this case have 2n-periodic ground states.
part(2):
Now, several notations introduced by:
A ball b on G2 identified as follows:
B= x0
x2x1
Denote B #= x0
A configuration s on B is defined by:
s(B) = s(x0)
s(x2)s(x1)
Take B1,B2,B3 2M such that B2 #,B3 #2 B1 as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9:
Figure 3.8: s(B) configuration
Figure 3.9: M configuration
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Configurations s1,s2,s3 on B1,B2,B3 respectively are called admissible if
s(x2) = s(B2 #),s1(x1) = s3(B3 #)
Denote,
s1 = 1
22
s2 = 2
11
s3 = 3
22
s4 = 2
33
s5 = 2
31
s6 = 2
13
now construct ground states as follows:
Denote:
a = {s1,s2, ...,s6}, one can see that for any ground state y (on W) its restriction to any
ball B is admissible with a .
Now, denote
S1,0 = {(tn)|tn 2 {0,1},n 2 N}.
It is well-known that S1,0 is an uncountable set [17].
Now take any sequence (wn) 2 S1,0 and associate configurations as follows:
if wn = 0 take a configuration s0 on B one of {s1,s2,s3,s4}
if wn = 1 take a configuration s1 on B one of {s5,s6}
Now take any admissible balls in {B1,B2,B3} and provide a construction of a configura-
tion on these balls.
Case 1:
Let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either one of {s2,s4,s5,s6}.
Case 2:
Let s(B #) = s2
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
in this case, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be s1.
Case 3:
Let s(B1 #) = s3
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
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so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either one of {s5,s6}.
Case 4:
Let s(B1 #) = s5
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice will be s1
and for s(B2) the choice will be s3.
Case 5:
Let s(B #) = s6
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be s3
and for s(B2) the choice will be s1.
The set of all ballsM is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn is:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspond-
ingly the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable.
Therefore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
3.6 A6-Case
Theorem 3.6.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A6, then the following statements hold:
1. There is only one translation invariant ground state s1.
2. For any n 2 N there exist Gn periodic ground states.
3. There is uncountable number of ground states.
Proof.
Part (1):
Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A6, then min
1l11
(Ul) =U6. In this case, A1 ⇢ A6 and A4 ⇢ A6. Where
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the minimum is achieved at the following configurations:
s1 = 1
11
s2 = 1
33
s3 = 3
11
s4 = 1
31
s5 = 1
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Due to Theorem 3.1.1 there is only one translation invariant ground state s1.
Part (2):
By following same steps of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 part 1 then, for each n 2 N the
sequence {k1,k2,k3, ...} is n-peiodic if kn+l = kl , one can construct a configuration (see
Figure 3.10) on W defined by sn = s [3,1,1,1, ...]| {z }
n
, then conclude that for any b 2M one
has min
1l11
(Ul) =Usn , which means sn is a Gn-periodic ground state.
x03
1
111
1 1 1 1
1
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Figure 3.10: sn configuration for A6 case
Part (3):
By following the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 part 2.
Denote:
a = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5} one can see for any ground state y on (W) its restriction to any
ball B is admissible with a .
Now, let S1,0 = {tn|tn 2 0,1,n 2 N} take any sequence (wn) 2 S1,0 and construct ground
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state as follows:
If wn = 0 take one of {s1,s2}= s0
If wn = 1 take one of {s3,s4,s5}= s1
Case 1:
let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s4,s5}.
Case 2:
let s(B #) = s2
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
in this case, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice is {s3}.
Case 3:
let s(B1 #) = s3
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s1,s2,s4,s5}.
Case 4:
let s(B1 #) = s4
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s3} and for s(B2) the choice will be one of {s1,s2,s4,s5}
Case 5:
let s(B #) = s5
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either one of {s1,s2,s4,s5}
and for s(B2) the choice is {s3}.
The set of all ballsM is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn is:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspond-
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ingly the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable.
Therefore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
3.7 A7-Case
Theorem 3.7.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A7, then the following statements hold:
1. There is only one translation invariant ground state s1.
2. For any n 2 N there exist Gn periodic ground states.
3. There is uncountable number of ground states.
Proof. Part (1): Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A7, then min
1l11
(Ul) = U7. In this case,
A1 ⇢ A7 and A5 ⇢ A7, where the minimum is achieved at the following configurations:
s1 = 1
11
s2 = 2
11
s3 = 2
13
s4 = 2
33
s5 = 1
22
s6 = 2
31
s7 = 1
21
s8 = 3
22
s9 = 1
12
Due to Theorem 3.1.1 there is only one translation invariant ground state s1.
Part (2):
For each n 2 N, one can construct a configuration (see Figure 3.11) on W defined by
sn = s [2,1,1,1, ...]| {z }
n
, then it is clear that for any B 2M one has min
1l11
(Ul) =Usn , which
means sn is a Gn-periodic ground state.
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Figure 3.11: sn configuration for A7 case
Part (3):
By following the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
Denote:
a = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9} one can see for any ground state y on (W) its re-
striction to any ball B is admissible with a .
Now, let S1,0 = {tn|tn 2 0,1,n 2 N} take any sequence (wn) 2 S1,0 and construct ground
state as follows:
if wn = 0 take one of {s1,s2,s4,s5,s7,s8,s9}= s0
if wn = 1 take one of {s3,s6}= s1
Case 1:
let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s5,s7,s9}.
Case 2:
let s(B #) = s2
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Then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
In this case, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s1,s5s7,s9}.
Case 3:
let s(B1 #) = s3
Then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
So, for s(B3) the choice is {s8} and for s(B2) the choice is one of {s2,s4}
Case 4:
let s(B1 #) = s4
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) and s(B2 the choice will be {s8}
Case 5:
let s(B #) = s5
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice will be either one of {s2,s4} or {s3,s6}
Case 6:
let s(B1 #) = s6
Then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice will be one of {s2,s4} and fors(B2 the choice is {s8}
Case 7:
let s(B1 #) = s7
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) the choice is one of {s1,s5,s9} and for s(B2) the choice will be either one
of {s2,s4} or {s3,s6}
Case 8:
let s(B #) = s8
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
In this case, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either one of {s2,s4} or {s3,s6}
Case 9:
let s(B1 #) = s9
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then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either one of {s2,s4} or {s3,s6} and for s(B2 the choice
will be one of {s1,s5,s9}.
The set of all ballsM is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn follows these conditions:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspond-
ingly the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable.
Therefore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
3.8 A8-Case
Theorem 3.8.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A8, then the following statements hold:
1. There is only one translation invariant ground state s2.
2. For any n 2 N there exist Gn periodic ground states.
3. There is uncountable number of ground states.
Proof. Part (1): Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A8, then min
1l11
(Ul) = U8. In this case,
A2 ⇢ A8 and A5 ⇢ A8, where the minimum is achieved at the following configurations:
s1 = 2
22
s2 = 2
12
s3 = 2
33
s4 = 2
21
s5 = 2
23
s6 = 2
11
s7 = 2
12
s8 = 1
22
s9 = 2
31
s10 = 3
22
due to Theorem 3.2.1 there is only one translation invariant ground state s2.
Part (2):
For each n 2 N, one can construct a configuration on W defined by sn = s [1,2,2,2, ...]| {z }
n
,
then it is clear that for any B 2 M one has min
1l11
(Ul) =Usn , which means sn is a Gn-
periodic ground state.
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Part (3):
By following the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
Denote:
a = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9,s10} one can see for any ground state y on (W) its
restriction to any ball B is admissible with a .
Now, let S1,0 = {tn|tn 2 0,1,n 2 N} take any sequence (wn) 2 S1,0 then construct ground
state as follows:
if wn = 0 take one of {s1,s8,s10}= s0
if wn = 1 take one of {s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s9}= s1
Case 1:
let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s9} or {s1}.
Case 2:
let s(B #) = s2
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s9} or {s1} and for
s(B2) the choice is {s8}
Case 3:
let s(B1 #) = s3
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice {s10}
Case 4:
let s(B1 #) = s4
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s8} and for s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s4,
s5,s6,s7,s9} or {s1}
Case 5:
let s(B #) = s5
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then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2) #) = 2
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s10} and for s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s4,
s5,s6,s7,s9} or {s1}
Case 6:
let s(B1 #) = s6
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2) #) = 1
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice is {s8}
Case 7:
let s(B1 #) = s7
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2) #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s10} and for s(B2) the choice is {s8}.
Case 8:
let s(B #) = s8
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s9} or {s1}.
Case 9:
let s(B1 #) = s9
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s8} and for s(B2) the choice is {s10}
Case 10:
let s(B #) = s10
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s9} or {s1}.
The set of all balls M is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn follows these conditions:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspond-
ingly the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable.
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Therefore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
3.9 A9-Case
Theorem 3.9.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A9, then the following statements hold:
1. There is only one translation invariant ground state s3.
2. For any n 2 N there exist Gn periodic ground states.
3. There is uncountable number of ground states.
Proof. Part (1): let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A9, then min
1l11
(Ul) = U9. In this case,
A3 ⇢ A9 and A4 ⇢ A9, where the minimum is achieved at the following configurations:
s1 = 3
33
s2 = 1
33
s3 = 3
11
s4 = 3
13
s5 = 3
31
due to Theorem 3.3.1 there is only one translation invariant ground state s3.
Part (2):
For each n 2 N, one can construct a configuration on W defined by sn = s [1,3,3,3, ...]| {z }
n
,
then it is clear that for any B 2 M one has min
1l11
(Ul) =Usn , which means sn is a Gn-
periodic ground state.
Part (3):
By following the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 part (2).
Denote:
a = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5} one can see for any ground state y on (W) its restriction to any
ball B is admissible with a .
Now, let S1,0= tn|tn 2 0,1,n 2 N take any sequence (wn)2S1,0 the construction of ground
state will be as the following:
if wn = 0 take one of {s1,s2}= s0
if wn = 1 take one of {s3,s4,s5}= s1
Case 1:
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let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s3,s4,s5} or {s1}.
Case 2:
let s(B #) = s2
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s3,s4,s5} or {s1}.
Case 3:
let s(B1 #) = s3
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice is {s2}.
Case 4:
let s(B1 #) = s4
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be one of {s3,s4,s5} or {s1} and for s(B2 the choice is s2
Case 5:
let s(B #) = s5
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice is s2.
and for s(B2) the choice will be either one of {s3,s4,s5} or {s1}
The set of all balls M is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn follows these conditions:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspond-
ingly the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable.
Therefore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
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3.10 A10-Case
Theorem 3.10.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A10, then the following statements hold:
1. There is only one translation invariant ground state s3.
2. For any n 2 N there exist Gn periodic ground states.
3. There is uncountable number of ground states.
Proof.
Part (1):
Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A10, then min
1l11
(Ul) =U10. In this case, A3 ⇢ A10 and A5 ⇢ A10.
Where the minimum is achieved at the following configurations:
s1 = 3
33
s2 = 3
23
s3 = 3
32
s4 = 2
11
s5 = 2
13
s6 = 2
33
s7 = 1
22
s8 = 2
31
s9 = 3
22
due to Theorem 3.3.1 there is only one translation invariant ground state s[3].
Part (2):
For each n 2 N, one can construct a configuration on W defined by sn = s [2,3,3,3, ...]| {z }
n
,
then it is clear that for any B 2M one has min
1l11
(Ul) =Usn . Which means sn is a Gn-
periodic ground state.
Part (3):
By following the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
Denote:
a = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9} one can see for any ground state y on (W) it is re-
striction to any ball B is admissible with a .
Now, let S1,0 = {tn|tn 2 0,1,n 2 N} take any sequence (wn) 2 S1,0 the construction of the
ground state will be as follow:
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if wn = 0 take one of {s2,s3,s9}= s0
if wn = 1 take one of {s1,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8}= s1
Case 1:
let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3),s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s9} or {s1}.
Case 2:
let s(B #) = s2
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s9} or {s1} and for s(B2) the choice
is {s4,s5,s6s8}
Case 3:
let s(B1 #) = s3
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s4,s5,s6s8} and for s(B2) the choice will be either on of
{s2,s3,s9} or{s1}
Case 4:
let s(B1 #) = s4
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice is {s7}
Case 5:
let s(B #) = s5
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s9} or {s1} and for s(B2) the choice
is {s7}
Case 6:
let s(B1 #) = s6
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) and s(B2 the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s9} or {s1}
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Case 7:
let s(B1 #) = s7
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice is {s4,s5,s6s8}
Case 8:
let s(B #) = s8
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice is {s7} and for s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s9}
or {s1}.
Case 9:
let s(B1 #) = s9
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice is {s4,s5,s6s8}.
The set of all ballsM is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn as follows:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspondingly
the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable. There-
fore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
3.11 A11-Case
Theorem 3.11.1. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A11, then the following statements hold:
1. There exist (Gn, 2n, n+2) periodic ground states.
2. There is uncountable number of ground states.
Proof. Let (c1,c2,c3,a,b) 2 A11, then min
1l11
(Ul) =U11. In this case, A4 ⇢ A11
and A5 ⇢ A11, where the minimum is achieved at the following configurations:
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s1 = 3
12
s2 = 1
32
s3 = 1
23
s4 = 3
21
s5 = 1
33
s6 = 3
11
s7 = 2
11
s8 = 2
13
s9 = 2
33
s10 = 1
22
s11 = 2
31
s12 = 3
22
Part (1):
Now construct the s configuration on W, so let {k1,k2,k3, ..,kn} 2 {1,2,3} ,n 2 N, define
s(x) = kl if x 2 wl, l   0 as shown in Figure 3.6 the sequence {k1,k2,k3, ..,kn} is n peri-
odic if kl+n = kl,8n 2 N so, sn = [,3,3,3, ..] as shown in Figure 3.12
and the sequence {k1,k2,k3, ..,kn} is 2n periodic if kl+2n= kl,8n2N so, s2n= [1,2,1,2,1,
2, ..] as shown in Figure 3.13.
Also the sequence {k1,k2,k3, ..,kn} is (n+2) periodic if kl+(n+2) = kl,8n 2 N so, s(n+2) =
[1,2,3,2,1,2, ..] as shown in Figure 3.14.
x02
3
333
3 3 3 3
3
33
3
3 3
Figure 3.12: sn configuration for A11 case
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x01
2
111
2 2 2 2
2
22
1
2 2
Figure 3.13: s2n configuration for A11 case
x01
2
333
1 1 1 1
2
11
3
1 1
Figure 3.14: s (n+2) configuration for A11 case
Part (2):
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By following the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
Denote:
a = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9,s10,s11,s12} one can see for any ground state y on
(W) its restriction to any ball B is admissible with a .
Now, let S1,0 = {tn|tn 2 0,1,n 2 N} take any sequence (wn) 2 S1,0 then construct ground
state as follows:
if wn = 0 take one of {s5,s6,s7,s9,s10,s12}= s0
if wn = 1 take one of {s1,s2,s3,s4,s8,s11}= s1
Case 1:
let s(B #) = s1
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s2,s3,s9} or {s1}, and for s(B2) the
choice is {s7}.
Case 2:
let s(B #) = s2
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s7,s6} or {s8,s11} and for s(B2) the
choice will be either on of {s5,s10} or {s2,s3}
Case 3:
let s(B #) = s3
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s7,s6} or {s8,s11} and for s(B2) the
choice will be either on of {s6,s12} or{s1,s4}
Case 4:
let s(B #) = s4
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s5,s10} or {s2,s3} and for s(B2) the
choice will be either on of {s7,s9} or {s8,s11}
Case 5:
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let s(B #) = s5
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(b3) and s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s6,s12} or {s1,s4}
Case 6:
let s(B #) = s6
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) and s(B2 the choice will be either on of {s5,s10} or {s2,s3}
Case 7:
let s(B #) = s7
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s5,s10} or {s2,s3}
Case 8:
let s(B #) = s8
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 1
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s6,s11} or {s1,s4} and for s(B2) the
choice will be either on of {s6,s12} or {s1,s4}
Case 9:
let s(B1 #) = s9
then, s(B3 #) = 3,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s6,s12} or {s1,s4}
Case 10:
let s(B1 #) = s10
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s7,s9} or {s8,s11}
Case 11:
let s(B #) = s11
then, s(B3 #) = 1,s(B2 #) = 3
so, for s(B3) the choice will be either on of {s5,s10} or {s2,s3} and fors(B2) the choice
will be either on of {s6,s12} or {s1,s4}
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Case 12:
let s(B1 #) = s12
then, s(B3 #) = 2,s(B2 #) = 2
so, for s(B3) and s(B2) the choice will be either on of {s7,s9} or {s8,s11}
The set of all ballsM is numbered as shown in Figure 3.9.
Now by using this construction, the construction of a ground state y on W corre-
sponding to the sequence wn as follows:
If w1 is 0 or 1 then yB1 is taken from the set s0 or s1 then using above given construction
and look to w and then look for w2 and continue this procedure and soon correspond-
ingly the needed configuration was obtained, knowing that the set S0,1 is uncountable.
Therefore, the constructed ground states are uncountable this completes the proof.
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Chapter 4: Gibbs Measures
4.1 Contraction of Gibbs States for l -Model
In this section, Gibbs measures associated to l -model will investigated as before
with the set F= {1,2,3}. Let define a finite-dimensional distribution of probability mea-
sure µn in a volume Vn as:
µn(sn) =
1
Zn
e
bHn(sn)+ Â
x2V
h(s(x),x)
(4.1)
where sn 2FVn , and the partition function given by
Zn = Â
s(n)2FVn
e [Âh(s(x),x)+Hn(sn)b ] (4.2)
here hx = (h1,x,h2,x,h3,x, ...,hq,x) 2 R,x 2V is the vector-valued function. In this case,
Hn(sn) = Â
<x,y>2Vn
l (s(x),s(y)) (4.3)
Take a sequence of probability distribution {µ(n)} if
Â
wn2F
µn(sn 1_wn) = µn 1(sn 1) (4.4)
8n > 1 and sn 1 2 FVn 1 . In this case, there is a unique measure µ on FV such that
8n,sn 2FVn having
µn+1(sn+1) = µn(sn) (4.5)
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this measure is called a splitting Gibbs measure corresponding to Hamiltonian (4.3) and
to the vector valued function hx,x 2V .
Now the next step is formulation of consistency condition for the measures. For the sake
of completeness the proof is given [6].
Theorem 4.1.1. The measures µn,n = 1,2,3, .. satisfy the consistency condition if and
only if for any x 2Vthe following equation holds:
uk,x = ’
y2s(x)
q 1
Â
j=1
ebl (k, j)u j,y+ ebl (k,q)
q 1
Â
j=1
ebl (q, j)u j,y+ ebl (q,q)
(4.6)
where uk,x = ehk,x hq,x ,k = {1,2, ..,q 1}.
Proof. According to the consistency condition (4.5):
Â
wn2F
µn(sn 1_wn)= Â
w2F
1
Zn
e
bHn(sn 1_w)+ Â
x2Wn
h(w(x),x)
=
1
Zn 1
e
bHn 1(sn 1)+ Â
x2Wn 1
h(s(x),x)
where
Hn(sn 1_wn) = Â
s2FVn 1
l (s(x),s(y))+ Â
x2Wn 1y2S(x)
l (s(x),w(y))
= Hn 1(s)+ Â
x2Wn 1
Â
y2S(x)
l (s(x),s(y))
now let
Zn 1
Zn
e
b Â
x2Wn 1
Â
y2S(x)
l (s(x),w(y)+b Â
x2Wn 1
Â
y2S(x)
hw(x),(x)
= e
Â
x2Wn 1
hs(x),(x)
Zn 1
Zn ’x2Wn 1 ’y2S(x) Âw2FVn
ebl (s(x),w(y)+hw(y),(y) = ’
x2Wn 1
ehs(x),(x) (4.7)
considering configuration s (k) 2Fvn 1 ,F= {1,2,3, ..q} such that s(x)= k for fixed x2V
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and k = 1,q, and dividing (4.7) at s (k) by (4.7) at s (q) one gets
’
y2S(x)
Âw2F ebl (k,w(y))+hw(y),y
Âw2F ebl (q,w(y))+hw(y),y
=
ehk,x
ehq,x
(4.8)
so,
’
y2S(x)
Âqw2F ebl (k, j)+h j,y
Âqw2F ebl (q, j)+h j,y
= ehk,x hq,x (4.9)
hence, by denoting uk,x = ehk,x hq,x from (2.9) one finds
’
y2S(x)
Âq 1j=1 ebl (k, j)+u j,y+e
bl (k,q)
Âq 1j=1 ebl (q, j)+u j,y+e
bl (q,q) = uk,x (4.10)
suppose that (4.5) holds, then will get (4.9), which yields that
’
y2S(x)
q
Â
j=1
ebl (s(x), j)+h j,y = a(x)ehk,x ,k = 1,qx 2Wn 1 (4.11)
for some function a(x)> 0,x 2V .
Let us multiply (4.11) by x, x 2Wn 1, then by obtaining
’
x2Wn 1
’
y2S(x)
q
Â
j=1
ebl (s(x), j)+h j,y = ’
x2wn 1
(a(x)ehk,x) (4.12)
for any configuration s 2FVn 1. Denoting An 1 =’x2Wn 1 a(x), from (4.12), one finds
’
x2Wn 1
’
y2S(x)
Â
w2F
ebl (s(x),w(y))+hw(y),y = An ’
x2Wn 1
ehs (x),x (4.13)
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by multiplying both sides of (4.13) by ebHn 1(s),
ebHn 1(s) ’
x2Wn 1
’
y2S(x)
Â
w2F
ebl (s(x),w(y))+hw(y),y = AnebHn 1(s) ’
x2Wn 1
ehs (x),x
which yields
Zn Â
wn2FVn
µn(s _wn) = An 1Zn 1µ(n 1)(s) (4.14)
since µn(s _wn),n> 1 is a probabilistic measure,
Â
wn2FVn
µn(s _wn) = µn 1(s) = 1
which form (4.14) yields
Zn = An 1Zn 1
The proved theorem allows us to find Gibbs measures by solving equation (4.6).
In next section translation invariant solutions will described.
4.2 Translation-Invariant Gibbs Measure
It is known now that {µn} consisted if µn(s(n))= µn 1(s(n 1)) therefore, hs(x),x=
hs(x) in this case, q= 3,k = 1,2, ..,q 1 let uk,x = ehk,x hq 1,x
u(1,x),u(2,x) = u1,u2 so, u1 = eh1 h2 and u2 = eh2 h3
by Theorem 4.1.1:
uk,x = ’
y2S(x)
Âq 1j=1 ebl (k, j)u j,y+ ebl (k,q)
Âq 1j=1 ebl (q, j)u j,y+ ebl (q,q)
only for splitting Gibbs measure because its satisfy consistency condition. Now, by find-
ing translation invariant Gibbs measure, the existence of phase transition will found,
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so by assume that in splitting Gibbs measure ux = uy 8 x,y 2 V such that ux = u =
(u1,u2),u1,u2 > 0
by using Theorem 4.1.1 for k=2
u1 =
ebl (1,1)u1+ ebl (1,2)u2+ ebl (1,3)
ebl (3,1)u1+ ebl (3,2)u2+ ebl (3,3)
.
ebl (1,1)u1+ ebl (1,2)u2+ ebl (1,3)
ebl (3,1)u1+ ebl (3,2)u2+ ebl (3,3)
u1 =
"
ebl (1,1)u1+ ebl (1,2)u2+ ebl (1,3)
ebl (3,1)u1+ ebl (3,2)u2+ ebl (3,3)
#2
and
u2 =
ebl (2,1)u1+ ebl (2,2)u2+ ebl (2,3)
ebl (3,1)u1+ ebl (3,2)u2+ ebl (3,3)
.
ebl (2,1)u1+ ebl (2,2)u2+ ebl (2,3)
ebl (3,1)u1+ ebl (3,2)u2+ ebl (3,3)
u2 =
"
ebl (2,1)u1+ ebl (2,2)u2+ ebl (2,3)
ebl (3,1)u1+ ebl (3,2)u2+ ebl (3,3)
#2
recall that:
l (2,1) = l (1,2) = l (3,2) = l (2,3) = a
l (3,1) = l (1,3) = b
l (1,1) = c1
l (2,2) = c2
l (3,3) = c3
denote: q1 = eba, q2 = ebb, q3 = ebc1 , q4 = ebc2 , q5 = ebc3 .
It is obtained that
u1 =

q3u1+q1u2+q2
q2u1+q1u2+q5
 2
(4.15)
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u2 =

q1u1+q4u2+q1
q2u1+q1u2+q5
 2
(4.16)
For now assume q5 = q3 and u1 = 1 is the invariant line for
u2 =

2q1+q4u2
q2+q1u2+q3
 2
after some calculation, the last one is reduced to
2q 31
q 34
q4
2q1
u2 =
26664 1+
q4
2q1
u2
q4
(q2+q3)
2q 21
+
q4
2q1
u2
37775
2
Let, x=
q4
2q2
u2, a= 2

q1
q4
 3
, b=
q4(q2+q3)
2q 21
such that
ax=

1+ x
b+ x
 2
(4.17)
since x>0, k>0, a>0 and b>0 and according to proposition 10.7 [18] the next lemma is:
Lemma 4.2.1. 1. If b 9 then a solution of (4.17) is unique.
2. If b>9 then there are h1(b) and h2(b) such that 0< h1 < h2
and if h1 < a< h2 then (4.17) has three solutions
3. If a= h1 or a= h2 then (4.17) has two solutions.
The quantity h1 and h2 are determined from the formula
hi(b) =
1
xi
✓
1+ xi
b+ xi
◆2
, i= 1,2 (4.18)
where x1 and x2 are solutions to the equation x2 + [2  (b  1)]x+ b = 0 where
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x f 0(x) = f (x) if f (x) =

1+ x
b+ x
 2
.
Now, the solutions of the equation x2+[2  (b 1)]x+b= 0 are:
x1 =
1
2
+( 3+b 
p
9 10b+b2)
x2 =
1
2
+( 3+b+
p
9 10b+b2)
Substituting x1,x2 into hi yields:
h1(b) =
 2(5 b+p9 10b+b2)2
(3 b+p9 10b+b2)(3 3b+p9 10b+b2)2 (4.19)
h2(b) =
4( 5 b+p9 10b+b2)2
( 3+b+p9 10b+b22)( 3+3b+p9 10b+b2)2
(4.20)
Since b=
q4(q2+q3)
2q 21
, conclude that h1(qi),h2(qi) depend on qi where i= 1,2,3,4.
Theorem 4.2.2. Assume for the l -model q3 = q5 and b> 9 and h1< 2

q1
q4
 3
< h2 where
b =
q4(q2+q3)
2q 21
and h1 and h2 are given by (4.19) (4.20), then the phase transitions
occur.
Example 4.2.1. Let b=12. then x1 = 3.75 and x2 = 15.24. Then h1 = 0.0242 and
h2 = 0.0233 so from theorem conclude that if 0.0242 <
2q 32
q 31
< 0.0233, then the phase
transition will occur.
Now, in study of the relation between different q ’s under condition (2) in Lemma
4.2.1, suppose q1 = q2 = q3, which implies b=
q4
q1
,a=
2
b3
since b>9 then q4 > 9q1 and
according to the previous lemma h1(b)< a(b) and h2(b)> a(b). which is clear in Figure
4.1.
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h3 = RegionPlot	4 > 3 * 1, 4, 10-11, 15,
1, 10-11, 0.5, PlotLegends 
 {"4>31"}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0.4
0.5
4>31
Show[h1, h2, h3]
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Transition
Figure 4.1: In the case of q2 = q3 = q1
The graph below (Figure 4.2) shows the case of q4 = q2 = q3, which implies b=
[
q4
q1
]2, a=
2
b3/2
finding that q4 > 3q1 and according to the previous lemma h1(b)< a(b)
and h2(b)> a(b).
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g3 = RegionPlot	4 > 9 * 1, 4, 10-11, 7, 1, 10-11, 0.5, PlotLegends 
 {"4>91"}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4>91
Show[g1, g2, g3]
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Figure 4.2: In the case of q4 = q2 = q3
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
This thesis, has two main objectives. The first objective is to study ground states
of l -model on the Cayley tree of order two. After applying Hamiltonian on l function,
11 different possible cases of ground states were found. The Cases 1, 2 and 3 have one
translation invariant ground state each case is different from others. Case 4 has 2-periodic
ground states. In Case 5, there are 2n-periodic ground states and uncountable number of
ground states. For Cases 7, 8, 9 and 10, there is only one translation invariant, Gn-periodic
ground states and the uncountable number of ground states. In the last case, there are (Gn,
2n, n+2) periodic ground states and uncountable number of ground state.
From given Hamiltonian and vector-valued function, the Gibbs measures were
constructed, also by using splitting Gibbs measure the translation invariant Gibbs measure
of l -model was described and showed that the existence of the phase transition.
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